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We report stopping powers of hydrogen and helium for antiprotons of kinetic energies ranging from
about 0.5 keV to 1.1 MeV. The Barkas effect, i.e., a difference in the stopping power for antiprotons
and protons of the same energy in the same material, shows up clearly in either of the gases. Moreover,
below =0.5 keV there is indirect evidence for an increase of the antiproton stopping power. This
"nuclear" effect, i.e., energy losses in quasimolecular interactions, shows up in fair agreement with
theoretical predictions.
PACS numbers: 34.50.Bw
At low projectile velocities (P ( 5 X 10 2) significant
differences in collision dynamics were observed [1,2] from
one projectile-target system to another. In particular, the
p and p stopping powers are expected to be very differ-
ent around and below the stopping-power maximum where
ionization and excitation decrease rapidly and the elec-
tronic capture channel for the proton becomes dominant
[3]. In the velocity range 10 4 ~ P ~ 5 X 10 3, quasi-
molecular effects come into play even more strongly and
a p will lose energy both through nuclear collisions and
through nonadiabatic ionization or excitation of the atom
[3—9]. The p is predicted [5] to have the highest energy
loss (the lowest being for p, ) by such collisions between
negative-charge projectiles and the atoms of the stopping
medium. Moreover, a striking departure from velocity
proportionality was reported for protons in He by Golser
and Semrad [10] and well reproduced by Kimura [11].
In a previous work [2] we found that the stopping
power of hydrogen is much smaller for p than for p
(Barkas effect [12]) in the energy range from 10 to
120 keV. Moreover, a fast rise of the stopping-power
behavior below 1 keV was needed to fit the data in
the hypothesis that the capture energy of p lies in the
electronvolt range.
We report here on the results of new measurements
of the p stopping power both in hydrogen and helium.
The measurements were performed by the OBELIX
spectrometer at the CERN LEAR facility. In hydrogen,
new data were taken at the pressures of 2, 5, 10, and
150 mbar [13]. In helium, the measurements were run
at target pressures of 4, 8.2, 50, and 150 mbar.
By means of suitable thicknesses of material, the highly
monocromatic p beam (with an energy of 5.875 MeV
and an uncertainty of 10 3) is degraded in order to obtain,
at the entrance of the target, a beam with energy con-
tinuously distributed starting from E;„=0. Antiprotons
enter the target (z = 0) at the time t = 0 and slowdown in
a 0.5 T magnetic field oriented along the beam direction
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(z axis), partly annihilating at rest in the gas and partly on
the end wall of the target.
The mean annihilation-time values (t, ) versus corrected
path lengths at different pressures in helium and hydrogen
are shown in Fig. 1. Each point represents the position
and the mean time at which annihilation takes place at
rest in gas after the antiprotonic atom formation and the
cascade on the nucleus. The g coordinate of the annihila-
tion point is a measurement of the "projected" path length.
In spite of this, the whole experimental information and
Monte Carlo simulations make it possible to deduce that
the mean "effective" path length is only slightly longer
(our correction is (5%)). Furthermore, in every z bin (1 or
2 cm wide) we observe no systematic difference between
the p annihilation-time distributions for two different ra-
dial regions (i.e., 0 & r & 1.5 cm and 1.5 & r & 4 cm).
The experimental accuracy is 1 cm and 1 ns, respectively,
for the space and time coordinates in the target (30 cm in
diameter and 75 cm long; entrance window radius 1 cm).
We observe Gaussian annihilation time distributions along
the target with the o. practically identical at any position,
differing with the pressure.
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= (4) —(r-.), (2)
Sg = (242.6/E) ln(1 + y/E + 0.1159E) .
y turns out to be 4 X 10, and E; rises up to
=1.1 MeV at 150 mbar pressure.
In Fig. 2(a) the p stopping-power best fitting function
S(E) (~~ = 0.37) obtained for H2 is reported, compared
Our technique makes it possible to evaluate the best-
fit curves to the data, see Fig. 1, by using simultaneously
the two following relations between the stopping-power
function S(E) and (i) the mean range R(E),
dER(E, ) = (1)p„, S E
(ii) the mean moderation time t(E;),
dE
r(E;) =
&... +S(E)
E; being the p initial kinetic energy, v the instantaneous
velocity, E„~ the p capture energy by the target atom, and(t„,) the mean cascade time, of course constant at any
annihilation point in the target gas and a free parameter
in the fit to be matched with the experimental ones.
The upper and lower experimental values for (t„,) were
evaluated at different pressures in both He and H2. The
upper limit was identified by means of the annihilation
times in the target gas in the region close to the entrance
window; the lower limit was inferred by the analysis of
the different annihilation times in gas and aluminum at the
end of the target (recall that the cascade times in solids
are negligible with respect to those in our gases). The
experimental limits for (t„,) obtained in Hz at 2, 5, and
10 mbar pressures are presented in Table I. E, " (E; of
p stopping at the end of the target) obviously decreases
by lowering the target pressure and this represents an
effective way to increase the sensitivity in S(E) evaluated
from (1) and (2) at even lower E values.
Hydrogen, energy range )0.5 keV. —In current low-
energy theories, the electronic stopping power is found
to be proportional to projectile velocity, i.e., SI = o.E~
with P = 0.5, while the high-energy behavior (Sh) is
very well described by the Bethe formula. To bridge
the gap between the high- and low-energy ranges, Varelas
and Biersack [14j proposed a parametrization function S,
given by 1/S = 1/SI + 1/Sh. For the case of hydrogen
at 2 and 5 mbar pressures we obtain the best fit to the data
by the function nE~ ("SI")with u = 1.25 and p = 0.30
down to =0.5 keV (see Fig. 1), where E is given in
keV, E; being about 53 keV at 5 mbar. For 10
and 150 mbar pressures good fits are obtained with the
parametrization function 5, where
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poth length (cm)
FIG. 1. Mean p annihilation time (t, ) versus corrected path
length with the best fitting curves for different pressures in
H2 and He gases; the corresponding E, " values are also
displayed.
Hz press (mbar)
(r„,& (ns)
2
140 to 190
5
90 to 130
10
45 to 65
TABLE I. Lower and upper limits for the cascade times of
p p atoms formed at different hydrogen densities.
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to the proton and the p, ones, the band of the maximum
error being around 10% down to 0.5 keV.
At any pressure the upper- and lower-limit stopping
powers down to =0.5 keV [dashed lines in Fig. 2(a),
= 3 to 4 times higher than the best one] clearly
disagree with the actual one crossing the experimental
values, see Figs. 1 and 3. For the lower limit in S~ we
obtain n = 1.15, p = 0.30, and y = 105, and for the
higher limit n = 1.30, p = 0.31, and y = 8 X 10s.
Regarding the behavior above the maximum of the
electronic stopping power our best fit indicates a higher
stopping power for p than for p, the difference being at
the limit of the present experimental uncertainty.
Hydrogen, energy range ~0.5 keV. To e—valuate S(E)
in the very low-energy region (E ~ 0.5 keV) we observe,
from Eq. (2), that globally low S(E) values would imply
high moderation times at t(E;) and consequently low(t„,) value at that pressure, the sum having to be (t, ).
Therefore, it is not surprising that a behavior for S(E)
assumed from the extrapolated value of our o.E~ function
down to the capture energy (=5 eV) would result for
the 2 mbar H2 pressure in a negative mean cascade
time, while it would turn out to be around 40 ns for a
constant S(E) value below =0.5 keV [dot-dashed lines in
Fig. 2(a)]. Also the cascade times related to the dashed
limiting stopping-power behaviors below =0.5 keV
disagree with the experimental ones (see Table I) for the
three pressures considered (compare the values reported
in Fig. 3 to the experimental ones).
In Fig. 2(b), the dashed line below the minimum is
coherent with the behavior predicted by Wightman [5],
while the dot-dashed one is inspired by the Morgan
behavior [6]. The first one gives good fits to the data
and t„, results in =120 ns at 2 mbar pressure, which is a
bit low. It rises to =155 ns with the dot-dashed Morgan-
like curve, the fits being, however, fairly worse. Good
fits to the data and t„, = 150 ns are obtained also with
the dotted curve in Fig. 2(b), which is a pure analytical
function without specific physical meaning.
Helium. —For the case of helium the procedure is just
the same. At the lowest pressures (4 and 8.2 mbar)
our fitting function looks like o.F~ with a = 1.45 and
P = 0.29 down to =0.5 keV (SI). For 50 and 150 mbar
pressures we use the same parametrization function S as
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FIG. 2. (a) p stopping-power best fitting function in Hz (solid
line), with the upper- and lower-limiting behaviors down to
0.5 keV (dashed lines); proton behavior [10] (dotted line); V:
p, data [14]. Below 0.5 keV three unacceptable behaviors.
are presented. (b) p stopping-power best fitting function in Hz
(solid line) down to 0.5 keV with three acceptable behaviors
below 0.5 keV.
0 i I I i I I
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
path length (cm)
FIG. 3. Mean annihilation time (t, ) versus corrected path
length with the two limiting behaviors [yielding the dashed
lines in Fig. 2(a)], for Hz at three pressure values.
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FIG. 4. p stopping-power best fitting function for He (solid
line) and upper- and lower-limiting behaviors down to 0.5 keV
(dashed lines); the dotted line is the proton stopping power [10];
~: Golser and Semrad data [11];6: p, in He [13];dot dashed
and dashed lines below 0.5 keV are, respectively, an acceptable
and an unacceptable behavior for p stopping power.
for H2 where
Sh = (484 5/E. ) ln(1 + y/E + 0.05225E)
up to =1 meV and y results in 2 X 105. The ratio
between y(He) and y(H2) is similar to that for the proton(=0.5) [15]. Moreover, the y values are a factor =35
higher in the p case.
A rise below the minimum =0.5 keV is needed too, and
in Fig. 4 we report possible p stopping-power behaviors
with an attitude similar to the one assumed for Figs. 2.
In conclusion, important issues can be answered by the
present results for (i) particle-antiparticle behavior of the
stopping powers in light targets and (ii) p-p, comparison.
As far as point (i) is concerned, the following is
evidenced out by the present work:
(a) The stopping power -behaviors for p in H, and He
are similar also below the maximum, and quite different
from the proton's ones as measured by Golser and
Semrad [10].
(b) Within the energy range from 1—2 up to about
250 ke V, the p stopping power is smaller than the p
one (see Ref. [16] for higher-Z elements like Si and Au).
The differences are significant, the stopping power being
=62% and =67% of the proton one at the maxima in
hydrogen and helium, respectively. The maxima for the
p's are also shifted toward higher energies (=100 keV in
H2 and =120 keV in He).
(c) Below =0.5 keV, an increase of the p stopping
power is necessary in order to agree with the present
experimental results, although their resolution does not
yet allow a choice in favor of a well defined stopping-
power behavior. In any case, the p "nuclear" stopping
power is in qualitative agreement with the predictions by
Wightman [5] and Morgan [6].
As to point (ii), the comparison between p and p,
[17,18], see Figs. 2(a) and 4, shows that their behaviors are
qualitatively very similar down to 1 keV. On the left of
the minima the p, stopping powers are unknown, but we
recall here the predictions by Wightman (see, e.g. , Fig. 2 in
Ref. [4]), who suggested a very different nuclear stopping
power contribution in the region P ( 5 X 10 3 for p, k
, and p, , the one for muons being very small.
Very good agreements with the present data were
recently obtained by the Cyclotron Trap Group working
at LEAR [19]by comparing the experimental moderation
times both in He and in H2 for p s around 1 MeV initial
kinetic energy stopping in gases at different pressures
ranging from 2.5 to 20 mbar with those evaluated by using
our stopping power behaviors.
We are indebted to Professor J. Lindhard and Pro-
fessor A. H. Sorensen for useful suggestions and critical
remarks.
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